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Hydraulic fracturing has gained its popularity all over the world as more tight geologic
formations are developed economically for hydrocarbon resources. While exploring for new
unconventional resources such as shale plays, horizontal drilling and multi-stage hydraulic
fracturing are required to stimulate the geologic units to increase well production. However,
due to the stages’ operating complexity, different kinds of disruptions in fracturing opera-
tions may occur and even result in great economic loss. Screenout is one of the issues caused
by the blockage of proppant inside the fractures. In this project, a horizontal well landing
in the Niobrara B shale, Denver-Julesburg (DJ) Basin, is simulated with multiple fracturing
stages in a hydraulic fracturing software and various synthetic fracturing treatment data are
forward modeled for both screenout and non-screenout scenarios. This thesis describes a
screenout classification system based on Gaussian Hidden Markov Models, trained on simu-
lated data, in order to predict screenouts and provide early warning by learning pre-screenout
patterns in the simulated surface pressure signals. The classification system consists of two
Gaussian Hidden Markov Models (screenout and non-screenout), each of which is fitted and
optimized by its respective training set. Both Hidden Markov Models are assigned with two
1D Gaussian probability density functions to represent the distribution of their associated
simulated surface pressure signals. During the classification process, once a new surface
pressure sequence is observed, the log likelihood is calculated under both fitted models and
the model with greater likelihood will be predicted as the class of this new observation.
The classification system is validated and verified with a hold-out testing data set from the
simulations and the statistics of the performance is presented in a confusion matrix. The
results indicate the classification system achieves 86% accuracy for successfully predicting
screenout events around 8.5 minutes prior to screenout occurring in the simulation. The
described methodology is demonstrated to be a useful tool for early screenout detections
iii
and shows its promising feasibility of other time-series analysis such as microseismic data.
iv
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With the world’s growing demand for energy, the discovery of unconventional resources
and their use are receiving more attention. However, many challenges still exist when ex-
ploring for unconventional hydrocarbons (shale gas/oil, tight gas/sandstone, etc.). Unlike
conventional reservoirs, such as sandstone where fluids (oil and gas) can flow easily to-
wards the wellbore, unconventional reservoirs have low-permeability and cannot produce
economically without the aid of stimulation treatments or special recovery operations [1].
As illustrated in Figure 1.1, horizontal drilling technology is applied to create more reservoir
contact area [2]. After a horizontal well is drilled and completed, hydraulic fracturing, as one
of well stimulation treatments, is performed to enhance the well productivity by inducing
high-permeable fractures near the wellbore. Currently, multiple fracturing stages are widely
applied on the horizontal wellbores to achieve more economical benefits. However, the stages’
operating complexity would sometimes result in several disruptions in fracturing operations
and may even jeopardize the safety of field staff. Screenout is a problem that can happen
during a fracturing stage due to the blockage of proppant inside the fractures. In the best
case scenario, a screenout could cause a delay in the ensuring fracturing stages; in the worst
case scenario, screenout can result in extra cost as a result of wellbore cleanout and loss of
production days [3]. With no well-recognized and sophisticated methods to detect screenout
in the development of unconventional reservoirs, it is clear that such a technology could have
significant impact on the industry. This thesis explores a data-driven approach to analyze
and identify the signatures of pre-screenout signals by applying a statistical learning model
– the Hidden Markov Model on the fracturing time-series data.
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Figure 1.1: A normal/vertical well (left) and a horizontal well (right) drilled into an un-
conventional reservoir (the third layer from the top). As compared to the vertical well,
the horizontal well has longer exposed section length into the producing formation, which
improves the well productivity [4].
1.1 Hydraulic Fracturing in Unconventional Reservoirs
Hydraulic fracturing, as a practice of reservoir stimulation, has been broadly applied in
the oil and gas industry since 1947 [5]. A great advancement of hydraulic fracturing is that
it enables economic production in unconventional reservoirs that geologists used to believe
were unable to produce. The hydraulic fracturing process mainly refers to a procedure of
injecting fracturing fluid blended with special chemicals into the pay zone at high pumping
rates and pressures. During the operation of hydraulic fracturing, a clean fluid called a
“pad” is first pumped into the wellbore. After the fractures are initiated, they tend to
close gradually. At this time, a slurry carrying a propping agent (called as a “proppant”) is
injected to the subsurface formation causing the fractures to be propped and extended. Once
pumping is completed, the fracturing fluid chemically breaks down to a lower viscosity and
flows back out of the wellbore. Before production activity starts, highly conductive fractures
are expected to be around the wellbore [5]. As Figure 1.2 shows, fractures are created by
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hydraulically stimulation near a horizontal wellbore. The proppants carried in the fracturing
fluid stay inside of the fractures to maintain the fractures’ opening, thereby facilitating the
entry of a great amount of natural gas into the wellbore.
Figure 1.2: An illustration of fractures near a horizontal wellbore. The proppants carried in
the fracturing fluid hold the fractures open so that the natural gas can easily enter to the
production tubing [6].
Among the techniques of multi-stage well completion, “plug-and-perf” is commonly used
as a completion approach, which is combined with hydraulic fracturing for the development
of unconventional wells (see Figure 1.2) [7]. In this system, the perforation guns are first
placed at the toe of the well (the far end of the horizontal wellbore) and multiple sets
(clusters) of perforated holes are made successively (named as cluster perforations). Then,
hydraulic fracturing takes place when fluids are simultaneously pumped into all clusters of
perforations. Once the fracturing job at this stage is completed, a plug is set to isolate from
the previous one. This process is then repeated until all stages have been fractured.
3
1.2 Screenouts during Hydraulic Fracturing Treatments
Proppants are one of the key factors that influence fracturing performance. Therefore,
an assurance of good proppant transportation into the fracture network is pivotal, or a large
economic loss would be caused. Among the various proppant transport issues, screenout
has been considered by operators as one of the more serious problems. During the process
of fracturing, surface treating pressure, known as wellhead pressure or surface injection
pressure, is recorded by a gauge at or near the surface in a well where the fracturing fluids
are pumping through to monitor the on-going fracturing job [8].
Figure 1.3: Wellbore diagram of a plug-and-perf system. After the fracturing job at the first
(the rightmost) stage is finished, a wireline assembly is pumped down and a composite plug is
placed at the bottom of the assembly. Once the assembly is taken to the intended depth, an
electric signal will be sent through the wireline and activate the setting tool which is above
the plug. Then, the plug will be set and released by the setting tool. When the assembly is
moved to the place of the first cluster of perforations at the second stage, another electric
signal will be sent to activate the wireline and fire the perforation guns. As this diagram
shows, there are three clusters of perforations at each stage [7].
Under the majority of conditions, surface treating pressure is the most direct signal
to detect screenouts through a drastic pressure rise within a short period of time (around
2.5 minutes). Figure 1.4 presents an example of screenout observed in the surface treating
4
pressure data (blue-colored line).
Screenout occurs when the accumulation of proppants near the wellbore reduces the frac-
ture cross-section available for fluid flow, which results in higher frictional pressure losses
inside the fracture. The existence of screenout would place the wellbore on a stagnant status
for cleanout with extra cost, thus delaying the subsequent fracturing stages and losing pro-
duction days [3]. More importantly, a sharp rise in pumping pressure caused by a screenout
could damage the surface equipment, which even threatens field staff safety.
Figure 1.4: A field example of screenout in a surface treating pressure profile. The slurry rate
and bottomhole proppant concentration is also included to illustrate the surface pressure
behavior. The first rapid growth in the surface pressure (around 24 00:23) is due to the
initiation of fluid pumping. The second growth (around 24 00:50) is caused by the arrival of
proppant at the bottomhole. Then with a decreasing slurry rate and a flat injecting rate of
proppant, the surface pressure suddenly rises (around 24:00:55) which indicates a screenout.
To effectively mitigate the influence of screenouts, [9] proposed the net-pressure plot
as a real-time diagnostic tool and decision-control procedure to predict screenouts. The
plot analyzes the net pressure behavior, which is the difference between the fracturing fluid
pressure and the closure pressure based on the Perkins-Kern-Nordgren (PKN) theory [10]
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during and after the fracturing treatment. By calculating the slope of net pressure versus
time, different patterns of fracture growth can be determined (see Figure 1.5).
Figure 1.5: Diagram of a classic net-pressure plot [9]. Each slope of net pressure versus time
represents a mode of fracture growths (five modes in total).
Although the net-pressure plot method has proven very effective in evaluating fracturing
treatments during the conventional reservoir explorations, its qualitative assumption that the
net pressure is constant becomes invalid in unconventional reservoirs. [11] explains the invalid
assumption is due to a phenomenon called stress shadowing. When the fracturing treatments
are carried out in horizontal wells, multiple fracturing stages are performed successively.
Once a new nearby fracturing job is initiated, the interaction (including induced stress and
strain fields around each existing fracture) cannot be ignored because it can affect fracture
growth, geometry, and treating pressure. Such fracture-stress interference is described as
stress shadowing, and it appears between fracturing stages, where multiple fracture sets are
induced [11]. Figure 1.6 presents a view of stress shadowing between adjacent fractures. It
can be seen that on the left side of the figure, if the vertical transverse fractures are far away
from each other, the assumption of constant net pressure could still be effective. But if the
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fractures are initiated closely, the net pressure inside the features is lower than outside [11].
Figure 1.6: An illustration of stress shadowing. The black bold line stands for a horizontal
wellbore and the vertical lines represent the hydraulic fractures initiated in multiple hydraulic
fracturing stages. The light blue-shaded elliptical regions are the the stress shadowed re-
gions [11].
1.3 Literature Review
Screenout prediction methods can be divided into two categories: post-minifrac and
real-time diagnostic methods [3]. Minifrac refers to a small treatment that is performed
before a main fracturing job, and its recorded data are useful to refine the parameters
of the final fracturing job. Recently, various approaches have been proposed to specifically
tackle screenout predictions in unconventional reservoirs under the category of post-minifrac.
In [12], the pressure declining gradient is employed as a pressure declining feature of leak-off
tests to predict the likeliness of screenout in a tight-gas formation. [3] describes a solution
of using an indicator, named as screenout index (SOI), to predict screenouts in the Eagle
Ford shale. The SOI is developed by analyzing rate step-down tests and used as a post-
minifrac diagnostic tool to provide early warning of potential screenouts during the hydraulic
fracturing treatments. However, there are not many new studies published on real-time
screenout diagnosis in the previous decade. Besides the net-pressure plot [9] introduced in
Section 1.2, [13] is the most recent one that finds a screenout is very likely to occur when the
surface pressure slope deviates from the inverse slope (postive pressure slope), which could
7
deliver prompt and advanced warning to field staff.
1.4 Research Objective
Currently, there is no comprehensive real-time solution such as the net-pressure plot [10]
for predicting screenout events in horizontal wells. Although people have investigated dif-
ferent methods for screenout diagnosis, they are all from a physics-based perspective that
requires additional calculations such as pressure slope. Therefore, beginning from a statistics-
based perspective, this work proposes a data-driven approach to study the unique pre-
screenout patterns directly in the surface treating pressure data that could provide early
warning before actual screenouts take place during the horizontal fracturing operations. The
novelty of such approach is that it can be applied as a real-time screenout diagnostic tool
that does not require a prior minifrac and additional pressure calculations. In this project,
a statistical model, specifically a Hidden Markov Model, is implemented as a classifier to
develop the screenout classification system.
1.5 Background of Hidden Markov Models
The Hidden Markov Model (HMM), named after the Russian mathematician Andrey
Markov who is best known for the theory of stochastic Markov processes, was first introduced
by Baum and Petrie in 1960s [14]. The HMM is a statistical model based on a Markov process
with hidden states. In the HMM, an observed sequence is believed to be generated by an
invisible Markov chain that contains a series of hidden states, and each hidden state generates
one observation randomly out of this observation sequence. HMM has been widely used in
many applications such as time-series analysis. For oil and gas applications, [15] develops an
HMM-based classification method that achieves around 92% accuracy to distinguish different
kinds of microseismic signals in a coal mine. [16] proposes an HMM-based method to detect
a salt dome using migrated seismic data with an average classification accuracy of 98.7%.
In [17], an HMM-based workflow is used to automatically interpret different stratigraphic
zones using well-logging data. In this work, since surface treating pressures used to study
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screenouts are time-series data, the research question can then be reformulated to a time-
series analysis. Hence, HMM can be a good solution because it is reasonable to assume that
pressure signals can be generated by some underlying stochastic processes.
1.6 Thesis Structure
This thesis consists of four chapters. The first chapter introduces the general information
of hydraulic fracturing and the occurrence mechanisms of a screenout. Then, the difficulties
of implementing the current existing screenout detection method in unconventional reservoirs
are explained.
The second chapter discusses synthetic data generation and the methodology used to de-
velop a screenout classification system. Three main aspects of the data simulation strategies:
reservoir pressure design, well perforation design, and pumping schedule design. Regarding
the screenout recognition system, an HMM with Gaussian emissions (GHMM)-based work-
flow is presented and two GHMMs are fitted and optimized by training sets of screenout
(Os) and non-screenout (Ons) data, respectively.
The third chapter focuses on the discussion of the results. The synthetic surface pressure
data are first compared with a screenout example acquired from the Wattenberg field. Then,
a confusion matrix, a table with four different combinations of predicted and actual values,
is evaluated to show the classification performance of the system. Finally, some typical
misclassified examples are analyzed.
The last chapter summarizes the key points drawn from the work explained in the previous




Due to the limited amount of field data available for screenout investigations, multiple
synthetic hydraulic fracturing treatment data are developed for a horizontal well for both
screenout and non-screenout scenarios. In this thesis, only one unconventional reservoir is
examined to better understand screenout behavior. The reservoir conditions and geology are
set to mimic the Niobrara shale formation, located in the Denver-Julesburg (DJ) Basin since
this is the formation where great successes with horizontal drilling and multi-stage fracturing
completions have been reported. The simulated treatment data are used to generate a
screenout and non-screenout model (training state). These models are validated and tested
from the respective hold-out data. Finally, a GHMM-based classification system is developed
to help identify the pre-screenout behaviors using simulated surface treating pressure data.
2.1 Synthetic Fracturing Treatment Data Generation in the Niobrara-DJ For-
mation
Fracturing treatment data are generated using a hydraulic fracturing simulation software.
A well-logging profile acquired from a vertical well located in the Denver-Julesburg (DJ)
Basin is used as a well log reference in my fracturing simulations. The DJ Basin has been
recognized as one of the largest producers in the United States [18]. Among the major
producing sources of the DJ Basin, the Niobrara formation is selected in this study as the
target zone into which a horizontal well is simulated landing. The Niobrara formation is
an organic rich shale that is situated in Northeast Colorado, Northwest Kansas, South-
west Nebraska, and Southeast Wyoming [19]. As the best-known shale deposit in the DJ
Basin, the Niobrara shale has been recognized as a primary petroleum production resources
of the U.S. Rocky Mountain region [20]. The shale formation thickness ranges from 200
feet to 400 feet in northeastern Colorado, which requires horizontal drilling and multi-stage
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fracturing [18]. As Figure 2.1 shows, the Niobrara shale is divided into three different
reservoir zones, Niobrara A, Niobrara B, and Niobrara C followed by the underlying Fort
Hays Limestone.
Figure 2.1: Detailed stratigraphic column of producing reservoir rocks in the Wattenberg
Field (northeastern Colorado), a subset of the DJ Basin. The intervals labeled with SR
are source beds for reservoir rocks. The key interval of interest in this work is indicated as
Niobrara “B” [20].
In Figure 2.2(a), a well trajectory is presented for the fracturing treatment designs. One
horizontal well was modeled landing specifically in the Niobrara B since it is the most actively
producing zone of the Niobrara formation [21]. The horizontal well has a true vertical depth
of 7800 feet with a lateral length of 6000 feet.
To better study different pre-screenout behaviors, diverse simulation results in both scree-
nout and non-screenout scenarios are created by altering various fracturing design parame-




Figure 2.2: Profile of the simulated horizontal well. (a) Screenshot of the horizontal well
trajectory in 3D view. (b) View of the horizontal well trajectory in the pay zone where the
horizontal wellbore is designed to land in the zone of Niobrara B.
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pressure design, well perforation design, and pumping schedule design.
2.1.1 Reservoir Pressure Design
In general, reservoir properties such as pore pressure and permeability have significant
influence on fracturing performance. In this thesis, overpressure and depletion (underpres-
sure) scenarios are created in the Niobrara B through modifying pore pressure offset. By
definition, pore pressure refers to the fluid pressure within the pores of the reservoir, which
is often described as initial reservoir pressure. The pore pressure was increased and reduced
from the original reservoir pore pressure by 50 psi, 100 psi, 150 psi, and 200 psi, respectively.
By doing this, it allowed having nine different reservoir models, including the basecase, at
the beginning of the treatment design.
2.1.2 Well Perforation Design
Three fracturing stages are assigned for the horizontal well where the fracturing treatment
begins from Stage 1 to Stage 3. Figure 2.3 illustrates the perforation geometry for the lateral
length of the well. Each stage is set to be 300 feet long and each perforation cluster is 100
feet apart. For each simulation, the number of the perforation shots in each cluster ranges
from 55 to 65 shots.
2.1.3 Pumping Schedule Design
After determining the perforation design, a pumping schedule is required for each stage
to initiate the simulation. In this study, all three stages share the same pumping schedule
during one simulation, with each simulation outputting three unique treatment results, one
for each stage. For the pumping schedule design, five different fracturing fluids are used
for each reservoir pressure model, which covers water fracturing, linear gel fracturing, and
hybrid fracturing. These fracturing fluids appear to have different abilities to transport
proppants due to their different main composition. In addition, a screenout is usually caused
by high proppant concentration, large proppant mesh size, and large masses of proppant
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Figure 2.3: Diagram of the simple well perforation design for the well lateral length. The
treatment process starts from Stage 1 (the toe of the well) to Stage 3 in sequence. Each
cluster is a set of perforation shots (the number of shots varies between 55 and 65).
used in each stage of fracturing operation (cumulative proppant volume) [3]. Therefore, the
proppant concentration and slurry/pumping rate (the proppant volume equals to proppant
concentration multiplies by slurry/pumping rate) used in this study are mainly modified
to simulate diverse screenout results. Although extremely large proppant concentration
or proppant volume can induce screenout, it is essential to ensure my pumping schedules
follow realistic fracturing schemes such that reasonable data are acquired for further analysis.
Accordingly, the proppant concentration and pumping rate are not allowed to exceed certain
limits based on their abilities to transport proppants. The linear and hybrid gel fluids will
not exceed 8 pounds per gallon and slickwater will not exceed 6 pounds per gallon. Besides,
the range of proppant concentration is adjusted as well depending on different fracturing
fluid types. Table 2.1 lists all input five fracturing fluid names, corresponding fluid types,
the range of proppant concentration, and the range of pumping rate, respectively.
Regarding the proppant type selection, the Raw Substrate sand with mesh size 20/40 is
consistently used for all fracturing simulations since it is relatively large to induce screenout.
As a result, 90 simulations (each having three stages of fracturing data) are modeled where
135 fracturing treatment data sets are labeled with screenout and 135 data sets are labeled
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Table 2.1: Fracturing parameters experimented in the pumping schedules.
Fluid Name Fluid Type
Proppant Concentration Range Slurry Rate
(pounds per gallon) (barrels per minute)
Guar Linear Gel 0-8 0-65
HPG Hybrid Gel 0-8 0-65
Slickwater 120F Slickwater 0-6 0-65
Slickwater 150F Slickwater 0-6 0-65
HEC Linear Gel 0-8 0-65
as non-screenout. All simulation cases are summarized in Table 2.2. To begin to explore the
data in terms of screenout detection, a Hidden Markov Model will be introduced as a tool
in the next section.
2.2 The Definition of a Hidden Markov Model
An HMM has been recognized as a great analytic tool for time-series analysis. It is used
to represent probability distributions for multiple observed sequential data [22]. According
to the definition of an HMM: one observation at time t, ot, is believed to be generated con-
ditionally by the state st, then the Markov chain moves to the next hidden state, st+1 and
generates the next observation, ot+1, and so on. In this thesis, a first-order HMM is selected
which has two main assumptions:
1. Markov Process: According to the first-order Markov chain assumption, the cur-








Table 2.2: Summary of the fracturing simulation design.
Pore Pressure














Total Scenarios: 9 3 10
9×3×10=270 in total
2. Observation Independence: The observation ot at time t, depends only on the
current state st, which can be written as:
P(ot|o1...ot−1, s1...st−1) = P(ot|st). (2.2)
After clarifying these two assumptions, the next step is to determine the type of HMM.
At present, there are many kinds of HMM can be applied, such as ergodic and left-right [23].
In my study, an ergodic model is selected since it performs better than the left-right model
with the simulated surface treating pressure data. Figure 2.4 demonstrates the structure of
an ergodic HMM with three hidden states and its required elements.
1. Number of hidden states, S={s1, s2, . . . , sn}: The hidden states s1, s2, . . . , sn come
from a known and finite set, S. The sequence of hidden states is generated by the
Markov process, each state can be connected to any other state and itself.
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2. Observed sequence, O={o1, o2, . . . , om}: The observations o1, o2, . . . , om come from
a known and finite set, O. In my case, each surface treating pressure data during the








Figure 2.4: Structure of an ergodic HMM with three hidden states. For an ergodic model,
the hidden states are fully connected: One hidden state could transit either to itself or any
other states of the model. The observations o1, o2, o3, o4 are emitted by the hidden states.
The state transition probabilities represent the probability of transitioning state si to state
sj (1 ≤ i, j ≤ 3). The emission probabilities represent the probability of emitting observation
k from state j (1 ≤ k ≤ 4 and 1 ≤ i ≤ 3).
3. State transition probabilities, A={aij=P (sj|si)},where 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n: It is the proba-
bility that the next state sj is at time=t + 1 given the current state si is at time=t.
An ergodic HMM (Figure 2.4) allows each state to reach to any other state within one
step since it is fully connected.
4. Emission probabilities, B = {bik = P (ok|si)}, where 1 ≤ i ≤ n and 1 ≤ k ≤ m : It
is the probability that the observation is ok given the current state is si. The form of
these for the surface pressure data are described in Section 2.3.
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5. Initial state probabilities, Π={πi=P (si at t = 1)}, where 1 ≤ i ≤ n: It is the probabil-
ity set for all states at t=1. The initial state probabilities are not presented graphically
in Figure 2.4. Numerical values are initially assigned.
For convenience, an HMM can then be denoted by the following set of parameters:
λ = (A,B,Π). (2.3)
2.3 HMM for Continuous Surface Treating Pressure Data
During the fracturing treatment simulation, the pressure sequences are frequently sam-
pled over calendar time. The typical sampling frequency for the simulated surface pressure
is 1 Hz, which is consistent with the sampling rate recorded by a surface pressure gauge in
the Niobrara-DJ Basin. Given that surface pressures are continuous variables, it is more
suitable to use a continuous probability density function (PDF) as the emission probability
function. In this thesis, a 1D Gaussian PDF is used for the continuous PDF associated with
each state. Based on the current hidden state, the observation (ok) is drawn from a 1D
Gaussian PDF. Therefore, the total number of the hidden states, n, is equal to the number
of the 1D Gaussian PDFs. The formula of a 1D Gaussian PDF is:















i are the mean value and variance value associated with state si.
The 1D Gaussian PDF for state si is initialized with a µi=0 and σ
2
i=1 (Figure 2.5).
Variables µ and σ will be updated and optimized during the model training process (called
the learning problem) as explained in the following section.
2.4 Fundamental Problems of a GHMM in a Classification Setting
As described in Section 2.3, an HMM with Gaussian emissions (GHMM) is specified
in this thesis. Among these various treatment outputs, the surface pressure data will be
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Figure 2.5: 1D Gaussian PDF with µ = 0 and σ2 = 1.
primarily studied since they are the most direct signal for screenout. It is worth noting
that once the software detects screenout occuring, it will immediately stop the simulation.
Therefore, the collected surface pressure signals for screenouts do not capture the subsequent
increasing trends while the screenouts fully develop in the subsurface. With missing pressure
signals during the whole screenout process, a GHMM-based classification system is more
appropriate than a GHMM-based regression system because I want to explore and learn the
pre-screenout patterns existing in my pressure data instead of the actual screenout behaviors.
Furthermore, unlike a discriminative classifier such as Support Vector Machine, GHMM is
fundamentally a generative model, which means that one GHMM can only model one class.
Therefore, one GHMM, λ1, is fitted by using screenout training data, and one GHMM, λ2,
is fitted by using non-screenout training data. An advantage of such classification system is
that it can be further upgraded to a real-time alert system that evaluates whether the current
operating well is very likely to screenout within an established period of time according to
the incoming surface pressure time series. Moreover, the system allows the model to discover
new unique patterns before a screenout takes place, which provides more time for field staff
to adjust fracturing strategy.
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Before applying each GHMM in practice, there are three main problems to be solved
sequentially:
1. The learning problem: How to optimize GHMM parameters λ = (A,B,Π)
to maximize the GHMM λ ability to predict observations, P (O|λ)?
This problem focuses on how to search the model parameters that best characterize
the simulated surface pressure data. In this thesis, the model parameters are opti-
mized in the training process of the classification system with an iterative Expectation-
Maximization (EM) algorithm. I will discuss the training process and EM algo-
rithm [24] in detail in Section 2.5.
2. The evaluation problem: Given a GHMM λ=(A, B, Π) and a sequence of
observations {O = o1, o2, . . . , om}, what is the probability P (O|λ) that obser-
vations are produced?
In my classification system, given the model parameters, λ1 and λ2 have been opti-
mized first in the training process (after the learning problem is solved), this problem
determines to which class (screenout or non-screenout) each new observed pressure
sequence belongs. The solution applied here is maximum log likelihood, which will be
illustrated in Section 2.5.
3. The decoding problem: Given a GHMM λ=(A, B, Π) and a sequence of
observations {O = o1, o2, . . . , om}, what is optimal corresponding hidden state
path in the model?
The solution to this problem would tell the hidden state sequence carried by the sim-
ulated surface pressure data. However, in a classification system, the solution to this
problem is much less important, so it will not be addressed in this thesis.
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2.5 GHMM-based Screenout Classification System
This section emphasizes on the development of a classification system that trains two GH-
MMs to classify whether the surface pressure sequence will be screenout or not. Figure 2.6
presents the overall workflow of the screenout classification system based on training GH-
MMs. Before initiating the classification system, the data set is split into training, validation,
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Figure 2.6: GHMM-based screenout event classification system. The system is divided
into training and recognition process. The training process estimates the optimal model
parameters including the number of hidden states for both screenout and non-screenout
models. In the recognition process, the best-trained models are used to determine the class
of each pressure sequence in the testing set.
In Figure 2.6, the classification system is divided into two processes: model training
and model recognition. In the former, training data are used to train the model five times
with different hidden state numbers (from 1 to 5), and the validation data are applied to
determine which state number makes the model achieve optimal performance. The testing
data are utilized in the recognition process. More importantly, to better explain how these
two fundamental problems are solved during the training process (Figure 2.6), I include more
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detailed procedures in the training process in Figure 2.7. The learning problem objective is
to discover the optimal model parameters of both GHMMs such that the model optimally
characterizes the features in the training pressure data for screenout and non-screenout
events. As Figure 2.7 shows, I first initiate a reasonable guess for the parameters of the two
GHMMs: λ1, λ2, and their number of hidden states (n) which starts at 1.
Initiate State Numbers, 
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Figure 2.7: Detailed training process in the GHMM-based classification system. The model
parameters λ=(A, B, Π) for both GHMMs are optimized by the EM algorithm [24]. The
optimal number of hidden states in each GHMM, n, is determined by the highest classification
accuracy using its respective validation set. All procedures fall into the range of training
process in Figure 2.6.
In the next step, I tackle the learning problem discussed in Section 2.4. The learning
problem can be mathematically reformulated as an optimization problem aimed at finding
the model parameters that optimally describe the surface pressure data in the training set.
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Since I have two GHMMs in the classification system, the whole training set is first separated
into screenout and non-screenout events based on data labels. Hence, for each GHMM, I







where Os, Ons stand for all collected training screenout and non-screenout observed se-
quences.
Then, an iterative Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm, known as the Baum-Welch
algorithm [24], is used to solve Equations 2.5 and 2.6 by determining the model parameters
that best explain the training observation sequences. Given the above definitions, I begin
with an initial model λi=(A, B, Π) for each GHMM, and run its corresponding training
data through the current model to estimate the mean value of each model parameter. Then,
the model can be changed to maximize the values of the used paths. Through iterating, the
optimal model parameters are finally converged [25].
After defining the optimal parameters for both GHMMs, each surface pressure sequence
from the validation set is input to these two models to evaluate how likely each model would
be to generate such a sequence. When an unseen surface sequence is observed, its maximum
log likelihood under each GHMM (screenout and non-screenout) is calculated. The maximum











The GHMM with a higher likelihood will be selected as the class of this validation
sequence. When all validation sequences have been assigned with their predicted labels,
the classification accuracy for λ1 and λ2 are calculated and recorded.
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Besides the model parameter optimization, the influence of the number of states on the
classification performance is investigated as well. The training process presented in Figure 2.7
is iterated with up to five hidden states, because increasing this number of hidden states
may lead to model overfitting. In the last procedure, the model with the number of states
resulting in the highest classification accuracy in each class is chosen as the optimally trained
GHMM.
Once two GHMMs are finalized with their optimal number of states, the classification
system then moves to the recognition process (Figure 2.6). During this stage, each pres-
sure sequence in the testing set is imported into both best-trained GHMMs. Same as the
likelihood evaluation part in the training process, the log likelihood under each GHMM is
calculated and compared (Equations 2.7 and 2.8). The model with higher log likelihood will
be predicted as the category of the testing surface sequence. At the end of the classification




This chapter has four main sections. The first section presents the results of surface
treating pressure data from 270 simulations, and then compares the surface pressure data
of screenout with a field screenout example acquired from the Wattenberg field. I also
experiment with different time lengths to investigate the best cut-off time for all simulated
data so that their distinct ending trends can be removed. The second section determines the
optimal hidden states for both GHMMs from their respective validation set and analyses the
performance of the GHMM-based screenout classification system using a confusion matrix
approach. The third section presents and discusses the results of testing the screenout
classification system based on seven screenout data from the Wattenberg field. The last
section demonstrates a misclassified example and discusses the potential reasons for causing
these incorrect classifications.
3.1 Surface Treating Pressure Data in 270 Simulations
In the process of synthetic data generation, five fracturing fluids and nine reservoir pres-
sure models are used to model 135 screenout and 135 non-screenout events for a horizontal
well with three fracturing stages. According to the simulations that end up with scree-
nouts and non-screenouts, I summarize their respective number for each fracturing fluid in
Table 3.1.
As Table 3.1 shows, the simulation case of HEC fracturing fluid results in the most scree-
nouts while Slikcwater 120F generates the fewest screenouts. Although HEC is a linear gel
fluid that exhibits a better ability to transport proppants than Slickwater, the results in
Table 3.1 can be explained since HEC has the highest proppant concentration (the prop-
pant concentration in all pumping schedule with HEC achieves 7.5 lb/gal in the end) while
Slickwater 120F reaches only a max of 5.5 lb/gal for all scenarios.
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Table 3.1: Summary of the number of screenout and non-screenout events for all five
fracturing fluids.
Fluid Name Number of Screenouts Number of Non-screenouts
HEC 34 20
Slickwater 150F 29 25
Guar 28 26
HPG 27 27
Slickwater 120F 17 37
Total 135 135
Figure 3.1 presents one representative surface pressure sequence for each class (scree-
nout and non-screenout). I observe that the surface pressure of screenout (Figure 3.1(a))
stops with a rising trend while the non-screenout sequence (Figure 3.1(b)) appears to drop
dramatically in the end since the fracturing job is completed. Therefore, it is necessary
to remove these obvious trends so that the models can only focus on discovering the pre-
screenout patterns. To find the optimal cut-off time, I experiment with different durations,
each of which removes the discrepant ending patterns for all simulated data. Then, for each
experiment, I iterate the data with the number of hidden states from 1 to 5 and the highest
overall classification accuracy is obtained from the hold-out testing set. In Table 3.2, the
highest overall classification accuracy is listed for each cut time length. As a result, the final
procedure removes the final 500 s (red-colored time sequence in Figure 3.1) in all simulations
data since this approach achieves the best overall classification performance.
Comparing Figure 3.1(a) and Figure 3.2 illustrates that both field and synthetic data
of screenout appear to capture similar pre-screenout patterns: the surface pressure signals
hold steady for a period before screenout occurring ( Figure 3.1(a) is 1100 s and Figure 3.2
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Table 3.2: Classification results using different cut-off time durations.
Time Length (s) 450 500 550 600
Number of Hidden States 2 2 2 2
Overall Classification Accuracy 73% 81% 78% 73%
(a)
(b)
Figure 3.1: Examples of the synthetic surface pressure data from 270 hydraulic fracturing
simulations for (a) screenout and (b) non-screenout scenarios. The red-colored data (last 500
s) are removed to eliminate distinct ending patterns for both classes while the blue-colored
data are retained for use in training, validation, and testing for the classification system.
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is around 850 s).
3.2 Results of the GHMM-based Screenout Classification System
The training-validation-testing procedure uses 188 training, 41 validation, and 41 testing
sequences of the surface pressure data. Table 3.3 presents the overall classification accuracy
for between 1 to 5 hidden states from the validation data. The optimal number of hidden
states for both GHMMs is two, which results in an overall classification accuracy of 75%.
Figure 3.2: A screenout example acquired from the Niobrara formation, Wattenberg field.
The surface treating pressure is indicated in blue, while the orange line represents the slurry
rate. The screenout occurs at 2400 s.
After determining the optimal number of hidden states for both models, I apply the two
GHMMs with two hidden states and initiate my classification workflow on the testing data
(Figure 2.6). The final predictive performance of the GHMM-based classification system is
evaluated and visualized in the confusion matrix defined in Table 3.4.
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Table 3.3: Validation results from using different number of hidden states for both GHMMs.
Number of Hidden States 1 2 3 4 5
Overall Classification Accuracy 61% 75% 41% 50% 54%






























As Table 3.4 shows, each confusion matrix row represents the predicted class while each
column represents the actual class. The green and orange shaded cells contain the number
of sequences classified correctly and incorrectly by the trained GHMM, respectively. Fur-
thermore, I continue with my evaluation analysis with additional metrics that are commonly
used in a classification problem: positive prediction value (PPV) and negative prediction
value (NPV). These two metrics are the proportions of the positive and negative results in
the confusion matrix that are true positive and true negative results, respectively.
Table 3.5 shows results from my GHMM-based classification system that achieves an
81% overall accuracy with 7% misses and 12% false positive warnings. Also, based on the
PPV and NPV calculations, I observe that my classification system can successfully identify
86% of the screenout events and 75% of the non-screenout events in the testing set. Since
my training data set is made up equally of non-screenout and screenout events, the positive
prediction rate of (86%) in screenout data reveals that the system can efficiently learn the
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Table 3.5: Confusion matrix of the GHMM-based classification system.












pre-screenout patterns existing in my simulated surface pressure signals and send correct
screenout warnings 500 s ahead. Besides, although the NPV states that the system performs
less accurately when recognizing non-screenout events (75%), the false warnings could still
be beneficial because these alarms could remind the field personnel to pay more attention
on monitoring the subsurface status during the operation.
3.3 Discussion of the Misclassified Cases
Figure 3.3(a) and Figure 3.3(b) show the 1D Gaussian PDFs for both screenout and non-
screenout models associated with States 1 and 2. As seen from the variance values for both
states, both models have learned that the surface treating pressure data have two pressure
regimes: low (State 1) and high (State 2) pressure. In addition, I find when both GHMMs
estimate an observed sequence at State 2, their Guassian PDFs are very similar to each
other.
Figure 3.4 presents a false negative for a true-labeled screenout data. Its hidden path
under both models are demonstrated in Figure 3.5(a) and Figure 3.5(b). Before 1000 s in
Figure 3.4, the surface pressure sequence (under 4000 psi) is estimated to be at the first




Figure 3.3: 1D Gaussian PDFs for screenout and non-screenout GHMM. (a) State 1 and (b)
State 2.
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model (Figure 3.5(b)), respectively. After 1000 s, the surface pressure sequence (from 4000
to 8000 psi) is estimated to be at the second state by the screenout model and the first
state by the non-screenout model, respectively. Since the Gaussian PDFs at the first state
have larger probability values than the second state, this leads to that the non-screenout
model outputs a greater log likelihood (-37171.73) than the screenout model (-37841.29).
Moreover, there is not a big difference between the log likelihood calculated by the screenout
and non-screenout model and this could be due to the similar Gaussian PDF shapes for
State 2.
Figure 3.4: A false negative example. The screenout classification system incorrectly predict
it as non-screenout.
In addition, since log likelihood is used as the criterion for determining the class for a new
observation in the classification system, these false negatives and positives are made because
the model of class they are actually labeled outputs smaller likelihood value. As described in
Equation 2.7 and 2.8, the log likelihood is computed based on the two well-trained GHMMs
(λ1 and λ2). In other words, the log likelihood implies how likely these two models (with




Figure 3.5: Hidden state path for both GHMMS. (a) screenout and (b) non-screenout.
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the 1D Gaussian PDF is one of the model parameters that contribute to the likelihood
calculation. Therefore, these misclassified cases may due to incorrect probabilities given by
these Gaussian PDFs. For example, some observations from a true screenout sequence are
assigned with much larger probabilities by the Gaussian PDFs of non-screenout, which leads
to greater likelihood values under the non-screenout model (λ2). One reason for resulting
smaller probabilities by Gaussian PDFs of non-screenout could be that several observations
are located at the tail regions of the screenout Gaussian PDFs. As seen in Figure 3.6, the tails
of a Gaussian PDF drop off exponentially fast. Although Gaussian distributions are often
assumed to represent real-valued random variables such as the surface treating pressure
data studied in this project, whose distribution are not known, some observed sequences
(misclassified surface treating pressure) could come from another distribution, for instance,
t-distribution. Thus, these sequences could have larger probability values when they are
drawn from a t-distribution since it has heavier tails than a Gaussian PDF as shown in
Figure 3.7.
Figure 3.6: Diagram of a Gaussian PDF with a mean of zero. When the random variable is
equal to zc, it cuts off the right tail of the Gaussian PDF, which has an area of c. Similarly,
the left tail region (area also equals to c) is formed when the random value equals to −zc [26].
Moreover, this project only investigates the process of calculating log likelihood under
two GHMMs for the screenout detection. Another solution could be to evaluate the posterior
probability, which would provide the probability of being screenout and non-screenout given
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Figure 3.7: An illustration of a standard Gaussian (normal) distrbution with a t-distribution.
The t-distribution has heavier tails, which lead to a more spread out distribution compared
with the standard Gaussian distribution.
a new observed sequence, respectively. Then, the model with greater probability can be
predicted as the class of the new observed sequence. However, with missing prior information,
the posterior probability cannot be determined accurately in this study.
3.4 GHMM-based Screenout Classification System on Field Data
The GHMM-based screenout classification system is also tested on the seven field surface
treating pressure data sets of screenout of which three are obtained from the Niobrara for-
mation and four are collected from the Codell formation. As for the results, the classification
system correctly identifies two Niobrara data sets and two Codell data sets. Figure 3.8 shows
a field example of screenout in the Niobrara formation. Using the same pre-processing pro-
cedure for the simulated data, the final 500 s prior to screenout occurring are removed for all
seven field data sets. Those misses could be due to multiple reasons. First, the classification
system is only trained by the surface pressures modeled in the Niobrara formation. Thus,
it is reasonable that the model might not recognize the pre-screenout signals presented in
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Codell formation. Moreover, all the surface pressure data in this study are synthetic. There-
fore, noise in the Niobrara data sets could mislead the model to incorrect classifications. The
third reason could be the cut-off time length, which indicates the current 500 s may not be
the best duration for the field data.
Figure 3.8: A screenout example acquired from the Niobrara formation, Wattenberg field.
The screenout occurs when the pumping rate starts decreasing at 2500 s.
Overall, according to the testing statistics of the GHMM-based classification system,
its performance shows it can be successfully employed as an effective tool for monitoring
screenout events given the model assumptions used in this study.
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CHAPTER 4
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
4.1 Conclusions
This thesis develops a screenout classification system based on Gaussian Hidden (GHMM)
Markov Model through training two GHMMs. The novelty of such a recognition system is
that it can be used as a real-time fracturing diagnostic tool for sreenout detections. More
importantly, the system allows us to send 8.5 mins (500 s) of early warning of possible scree-
nout events in surface treating pressure time-series data, which provides sufficient warning
for field staff to take remedial actions without shutting down the well. Through an extensive
set of experiments, the GHMM has demonstrated its strong learning ability in surface treat-
ing pressure time-series analysis with a particular example on specific model assumptions:
The GHMM can differentiate non-screenouts and screenouts with an overall classification
accuracy of 81% by learning the pre-screenout patterns. The following conclusions are sum-
marized from this research:
• The simulated treating pressure data captured similar pressure behavior as obtained
from the Niobrara formation, Wattenberg field.
• The cut-off time of 500 s removes the distinct ending patterns both for screenouts and
non-screenouts in surface treating pressure data while keeping the largest information
before screenouts, and thus could provide 8.5 mins of early warning.
• The 1D Gaussian probability density function (PDF) is effective as the emission proba-
bilities for representing the randomness of continuous-valued simulated pressure treat-
ing data associated with each state.
• The statistics of model performance indicate that the proposed screenout classification
system can successfully predict screenouts with a prediction accuracy of 86% from the
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testing data.
• The current classification system still has limitations to predict screenout on field data
since it is only trained by the synthetic data.
• The misclassified pressure sequences (false negatives and false positives) may due to
the similar Gaussian PDFs for State 2 or some of the observations in the sequences are
located at the tails of their belonging Gaussian PDFs.
4.2 Future Work
Some future work could be undertaken in order to improve model classification:
• Since the data studied in this thesis are synthetic, it is recommended to acquire more
field data (both screenout and non-screenout) from the Niobrara formation and test
the performance of the classification system.
• Experiment with another probability density function such as Gamma or t-distributions
since they have heavier tails than the Gaussian PDF. Compare the model performance
when using different PDFs in the GHMM-based classification system and see if they
could achieve less incorrect classifications.
• If the number of the training data is great enough, employ another time-series model
such as Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) and compare the classification performance.
• Further analyze the impact of the cut-off time duration on the model performance with
the surface treating pressure data. Correlate the cut-off time length with the pumping
rate so that it could vary depending on each input surface pressure sequence.
• Add a procedure of feature extraction such as signal processing to obtain more repre-
sentative characteristics of the surface treating pressure data. An early experiment of
using discrete wavelet transform has been done to extract the features of the simulated
surface pressure signals in four different frequency bands (see Appendix A). All four
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signal features have been input as the substitute of the original simulated pressure data
into the GHMM-based classification system. However, their classification performances
are not as high as the original data.
• Develop a multivariate GHMM that includes additional attributes/variables, which are
the natural responses from the reservoir into the model such as temperature data. By
doing this, the model could correlate multiple inputs that represent subsurface condi-
tions, and then better describe the differences between screenout and non-screenout.
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This appendix investigates an approach that implements a discrete wavelet transform to
extract features of the simulated surface pressure signals.
A.1 Background of Wavelet Transform
The concept of the wavelet was first introduced in 1982 by Jean Morlet, a geophysicist,
to solve a problem in processing seismic signals which had very high-frequency components
with a short period, and low-frequency components with a long time period [27]. Afterward,
Morlet formalized the wavelet transform with the physicist Alex Grossman in 1984, and
then more researchers devoted to this field such as Yves Meyer, a Mathematician, who
developed orthogonal wavelet basis functions that have better localization both in frequency
and time [28]. Nowadays, the wavelet transform has been widely applied in the signal
processing field for different kinds of stationary and non-stationary signal analysis with the
purposes of electrical noises removal, detection of abrupt discontinuities, and compression of
a great amount of data [29]. In oil and gas industry, [30] used a discrete wavelet transform to
successfully obtain seismic attributes such as amplitude, phase, and instantaneous frequency
from synthetic and real data. [31] described a compression methodology based on wavelet
analysis for well-logging data transmission.
A.2 Definition of Wavelet Transform
Unlike the Fourier transform that decomposes the signals into a sum of an infinite se-
ries of sinusoidal basis functions, the wavelet transform approximates the signals by a sum
of wavelets which have finite lengths (called compact support). Equation A.1 and Equa-
tion A.2 present the formulas of the Fourier transform and the wavelet transform. Similar
to the Fourier Transform that multiplies a signal, x(t) which is a function of time, by an
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analyzing function into sines and cosines, the wavelet transform multiplies a signal by a





x(t) e−j2πFt dt, (A.1)




x(t) ψa,b(t) dt. (A.2)
In addition, as seen in Equation A.1 and A.2, the Fourier transform outputs coefficients
as a function of frequency (F ) and the wavelet transform outputs a two by two matrix of
coefficients which is related to translation and scale (a and b). The term translation refers to
shifting the wavelet forward in time as the entire signal is being analyzed. The term of scale
simply means to what extent the wavelet is stretched. For example, a low scale wavelet is
equivalent to a “compressed” wavelet which has better localization in time than a “stretched”
(high scale) wavelet. The advantage of utilizing wavelet transform than the Fourier transform
is that it can be used to solve problems of frequency and time domain resolution. According
to the Heisenberg uncertainty principle, it is impossible to know simultaneously the precise
location in time and frequency [32]. To better explain this concept, Figure A.1 shows a
diagram of a Heisenberg box in a time-frequency plane based on the wavelet transform.
When the high resolution in time is achieved, the tradeoff is low resolution in frequency
space and vice versa. In a nutshell, the wavelet transform works as much the same as
the Fourier transform, the only difference is that the wavelet transform tries to find the
correlation between a signal and an analyzing function which is a wavelet so that the signal
can be localized in time and frequency accurately.
A.3 Why Discrete Wavelet Transform?
In this project, all simulated surface treating pressure data are discrete, so it is more
suitable to implement a discrete wavelet transform rather than a continuous wavelet trans-
form.
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Figure A.1: An illustration of a Heisenberg box based on the wavelet transform in a time-
frequency plane. Each box represents a wavelet coefficient. As approaching to high scale
wavelets, more resolution in frequency and less resolution in time are obtained.
A.4 Definition of Discrete Wavelet Transform
In definition, the discrete wavelet transform decomposes a signal into a discrete set of
wavelets which are orthogonal to their scales and translations [33]. Conceptually, given a
signal, a wavelet (high pass) filter and a scaling (low pass) filter are implemented to have
high-frequency and low-frequency components of the signal. Such filters have a small number
of coefficients that result in good computation performance. In addition, the coefficients
contained by high-frequency components are named as detail while the coefficients obtained
by low-frequency components are called approximation. These two terms can be calculated












where ψj,k(t) is a wavelet function with a translation parameter k at decomposition level j
and φj,k(t) is a scaling function with a translation parameter k at decomposition level j.
During the discrete wavelet transform, the detail coefficients capture the discontinuities and
singularities of the signals well and the approximation information presents very similar
behaviors as the original signal [33]. To gain more information in the detail coefficients, it
is desirable to decompose the original signal into different frequency bands (levels). As seen
in Figure A.2, a three-level wavelet decomposition tree for a surface treating pressure signal
is presented.
Original Surfcae Treating Pressure Signal





Figure A.2: A tree diagram of a three-level discrete wavelet decomposition. CA is the
approximation coefficient and CD is the detail coefficient.
A.5 Discrete Wavelet Transform for Simulated Surface Treating Pressure Data
In this thesis, a three-level discrete wavelet transform (decomposition) is performed for all
simulated data. This process is done before the two GHMMs are trained. The Daubechie (db)
8 wavelet, an orthogonal wavelet from Daubechies family, is used as the analyzing wavelet of
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the discrete wavelet transform. Figure A.3(a) and Figure A.3(b) present the scaling function
and wavelet function of a db8 wavelet. Figure A.4(a) and Figure A.3(b) show examples
of a three-level wavelet decomposition for a screenout and a non-screenout surface treating
pressure signal, respectively. From the figures, I observe that the screenout pressure signal
obtains more peaks in its all three detail coefficients before screenout occurring, which could
be a good feature to be included in the GHMM-based classification system.
A.6 Summary and Recommendations
In conclusion, the discrete wavelet transform could be utilized as a digital signal process-
ing tool to extract features from the surface pressure signals. However, in this project, I only
develop a univariate GHMM, which only allows 1D data as the input. Therefore, when I
input each of these four decomposed signals into the GHMM-based classification system and
their performances are far below as inputting the original data. It is due to one frequency
band (level) that has limited ability to represent the information contained in the entire
original surface pressure. In the future, it is recommended to propose a multivariate GHMM




Figure A.3: Diagrams of (a) scaling function and (b) translating function of a db8 wavelet.
They are applied in Equation A.3 and Equation A.4 to compute the detail coefficients and





Figure A.3: Decomposition of a surface treating pressure signal at level 3. (a) screenout and
(b) non-screenout. The peaks represent the discontinuities within the original signal.
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